Computing the distinct features from input data, before the classification, is a part of complexity to the methods of automatic modulation classification (AMC) which deals with modulation classification and is a pattern recognition problem. However, the algorithms that focus on multilevel quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) which underneath different channel scenarios is well detailed. A search of the literature revealed that few studies were performed on the classification of high-order M-QAM modulation schemes such as 128-QAM, 256-QAM, 512-QAM, and 1024-QAM. is work focuses on the investigation of the powerful capability of the natural logarithmic properties and the possibility of extracting higher order cumulant's (HOC) features from input data received raw. e HOC signals were extracted under the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with four effective parameters which were defined to distinguish the types of modulation from the set: 4-QAM∼1024-QAM. is approach makes the classifier more intelligent and improves the success rate of classification. e simulation results manifest that a very good classification rate is achieved at a low SNR of 5 dB, which was performed under conditions of statistical noisy channel models. is shows the potential of the logarithmic classifier model for the application of M-QAM signal classification. furthermore, most results were promising and showed that the logarithmic classifier works well under both AWGN and different fading channels, as well as it can achieve a reliable recognition rate even at a lower signal-to-noise ratio (less than zero). It can be considered as an integrated automatic modulation classification (AMC) system in order to identify the higher order of M-QAM signals that has a unique logarithmic classifier to represent higher versatility. Hence, it has a superior performance in all previous works in automatic modulation identification systems.
Introduction
Efficacious information transmission can be realized very clearly in trendy communication systems, and the transmitted signals are typically modulated by using various modulation ways. Modulation recognition is an intermediate way that must usually be achieved before signal demodulation and information detection, and it represents the substantial feature in modern radio systems to give knowledge on modulation signals rather than signal demodulation and can be used in decoding both civilian and military applications such as cognitive radio, signal identification, menace assessment, spectrum senses, and management, which allows to more efficiently use the available spectrum and increase the speed of data transfer. Furthermore, the unknown signal classification is a decisive weapon in electronic warfare scenarios.
e electronic support management system plays a paramount role as a source of information is required to conduct electronic counter repression, threat analysis, warning, and target acquisition.
Particular recognition to modulation is the identification of types of the transmitted signals that lie in noncooperative channel environment groups which are significant for following up the signal demodulation and data extraction, and this was considered as the major turn to automatic modulation classification (AMC) which became an attractive subject for researchers, yet there is a major challenging for engineers who deal with the design of software-defined radio systems (SDRSs) and transmission deviation.
e implementation of sophisticated information services and systems to military applications under a congested electromagnetic spectrum is a major concern issue to communication engineers. Friendly signals must be safely transmitted and received, whilst enemy signals should be found and jammed [1] .
e first base of AMC theory is provided in [2] , the essential ideas proposed at Stanford University in domestic project and was documented since 1969, and nowadays, the AMC is extensively used and well known for communication engineers as a significant part in the internal design of intelligent radio systems [3, 4] .
Currently, digital modulation identification algorithms can be split into two techniques: a maximum likelihood hypothesis method which is based on decision theory [5] and statistical pattern recognition which relies upon the feature extraction ideas [6, 7] , in uncooperative channel environment. e algorithms of the pattern recognition technique are usually used in practical application, and that is due to the absence of prior knowledge from received modulation signals [8] .
e discrimination method has particularly beneficial features for pattern recognition which are initially extracted from the vectors of data and the identification of the signal modulation mode that was completed upon the coverage between characteristic parameters and limits of the extracted features which was considered as the known mode of the modulation type [9] .
In the last five years, a new modulation classification technique has been proposed at the same time with the evolution of the automatic digital signal modulation recognition algorithms research, and this new modulation offers a new trend of complicated signal sets and higher order modulation signals.
e most commonly used features are high-order cumulants (HOC) and high-order moment (HOM) [10] . e HOC-based techniques show superior performance to classify the digital modulation signals at a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); these algorithms were documented in literature [11] [12] [13] . Nevertheless, they were not appropriate to classify higher-order M-QAM modulation formats. Constellation shape varies from one modulation signal type to another in order to be considered as a robust signature.
e constellation shape was used in the algorithms in references [14] [15] [16] to recognize various types of higher order modulation including 8-PSK and 16-QAM. e recognition of success rate probabilities is around 95%, but it still required more SNR which may reach 4 dB. However, the constellation shape can be classified into M-PSK and M-QAM, and at the same time, they are sensitive to several wireless channels that could seriously make confusions in work; these comprise frequency offset, phase rotation, and the application of raised cosine roll-off filters. Under this situation, the symbol rate and frequency offset setting must be more accurate during the periods of presentment, and at the same time, the most widely used features are a cyclic spectrum and cyclic frequency that could help multiple unwanted signals to be detected with each of temporal and frequency-based overlaps [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In 2012, Dobber and his coworkers [21] suggested two novel algorithms for the recognition of 4-QAM, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and QAMV.29 modulation schemes; also other [22, 23] authors suggested to use higher order cyclic cumulants (CCs) which were obtained from received signals as features for modulation classification. Also, this had been put forward in [24] which presents a method to classify a number of mixed modulation schemes with an assortment of N-class problems, and this technique also achieved a notable performance at low ranges of SNR. Due to the development of algorithms in machine learning, the researchers had started to design classification algorithms based on some aspects of machine learning which improved the classification ability and gives further pros to the classifier in terms of distinguished types of modulation signals.
Some investigations which were achieved on the behaviors of hidden naive Bayes (HNB) [25] and on combination of naive Bayes (NB) and other types of classifiers to create a new classifier named multiple classifier [26] certified that such classifier types were highly effective compared to conventional classifiers in terms of a small number of training iterations.
Supervised learning technique was combined with a modified K-means algorithm that is based on four famous optimization algorithms. is modification presented a new generation of the AMC technique. Likewise, artificial neural networks (ANNs) with genetic algorithms were studied and considered by Norouz and his coworkers [27] , and also support vector machine (SVM) classifier in [28, 29] .
e ways based on ANN and SVM show a superior performance although there is less prior information of signal features. However, multiple training samples and a long training period are necessary to accomplish sufficient learning which increases the computational complexity and makes the processing time longer.
In the last five years, researches widely explored the new techniques in order to reduce the required SNR and make it more efficient of recognition capability through focusing on robust features and classifier designs. One of the weak points of the previous algorithms is that the nature of the decisiontree is that it requires fixed threshold values due to the features that had been proposed by the authors, and these features are highly sensitive to any changes in SNR that can make the threshold values be valid for small ranges of SNR above to 10 dB. However, there had been no work until now that concentrates on the recognition of higher order QAM signals in terms of the shape of feature distribution curves.
In fact, this assumption gives a good understanding of the behavior of systems and reflects their major trends; therefore, under the circumstance of a channel corrupted by AWGN, this paper derived a relationship among of the higher order cumulant as features and threshold levels, in order to evaluate the performance of M-QAM modulation recognition technique.
Mathematical Analyses

Logarithmic Calculation.
Below are some theoretical analyses that assumes two logarithmic functions denoted f 1 (x 1 ) and f 2 (x 2 ) carrying different variable "x 1 , x 2 " but have the same base value "n" which can be written as follows:
where the range of variables x 1 ≠ x 2 and the base value is considered to be the same. e ratio between f 1 (x 1 ) andf 2 (x 2 ) can be expressed as
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In general, the logarithmic equations can be expressed into another equivalent form, written as
Since ln[x] is a log function, it can also be expressed as log r [x] , where "r" indicates the base value of natural logarithms. erefore, also equation (2) can be calculated as
Due to the equality between numerator and denominator, the ln(n) part has been eliminated. is gives the result expressed as below:
where x 2 is the constant value "10" that makes w(x 1 , x 2 ) a constant as well. e logarithmic functions are defined based on the higher order cumulant. In Section 3, the feature distribution curves with logarithmic properties are obtained, and the plot depicts that the modulation scheme is less sensitive to the variation of SNR.
Parameter Extraction Based on Logarithmic Properties
Parameter Extraction Based on HOC.
It is well notable that a random variable y(t) under complex-stationary process always has a zero mean value. erefore, the following transformation formula which is based on higher order moments can be accomplished:
where the sign cum(..) represents the cumulant operation, while the superscript " * " represents the operation of complex conjugate [30] .
Improved Higher Order Cumulant
Feature. e logarithmic expression formulas in (7)-(10) below show the modified higher order cumulant in terms of logarithm. e pros of modification not only make these features insensitive to noise but also help classifiers to recognize the increase in the higher order modulation signals. e simulation condition tests of 10,000 signal realizations from {4∼1024}-QAM each consisting signal length N � 4096 with a phase offset of "π/6" with the statistical average value are shown in Figures 1-4 , the distribution curve of each feature with varying values of the SNR. rough the simulation results, it is clear that the feature distribution curve is not significantly affected by variation of noise. However, this modification provides a better improvement in the achieved classification activity:
Details on Algorithm and Simulation Performance
e above four HOC parameters have been derived and modified by using the logarithmic function to get optimum quality to recognize the M-QAM signals in the AWGN channel. However, the basic procedure of the automatic modulation classification system is shown in Figure 5 [31], while the actual decision procedure of the algorithm that has been proposed is demonstrated in Figure 6 , yet the logarithmic modulation recognition method is effective with nine sets of M-QAM signals. e feature distribution curves in Figures 1-4 show the extracted features of modulation formats. Feature extraction is a primary step in the pattern recognition method. reshold settings can then be determined depending on the distribution conditions of the extracted features. e threshold levels have been determined based on the projection of two lines upward and downward with effective space to avoid misclassification.
e lines are parallel to the SNR axis (within a certain range of SNR). e created cluster region is used to separate required class distribution samples (modulation format that required discrimination). e points are computed empirically on the y-axis (feature distribution level), and this criterion will give a highly effective recognition rate even with a minimum value of SNR. Table 1 represents the feature threshold values which were set empirically.
e Boolean equations (12)- (16) illustrated the logical decision process, while Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the M-QAM logarithmic recognition algorithm, which is posterior to easily implement an extension of the proposed method in real time.
Algorithm 1 formally describes the procedures for the feature extraction and the decision for modulation recognition. On the contrary, in the feature extracting procedure, the input is represented by the data row after modulated with M-QAM. However, s i � d x signal passes through a noisy channel s i � d x ′ , and the first step in extracting is fetching C 11 , C 22 , C 33 , C 44 }; after computing the cumulant vector of signals, Scientific Programmingthe process of the logarithmic classifier is begun and tested if {f a 0 < f x (φ 0 )}, if so index 1 � 1 for the 4-QAM signal.
Else if {f
Algorithm 2 formally describes the procedure of deciding which classifier has a better probability to discriminate the required modulation format. e outcome of the classifier to recognize a single class is boosted by one, two, or all classifiers. is operation depends on feature distribution curves for each class. Let us suppose that their feature distribution curves have no overlapping parts and the curves are approximately parallel to the SNR axis (within a certain range of SNR). All classifiers set "true." e input is
is procedure continues until {f
Algorithm 2 has been developed to shorten the execution time of signal recognition and classifier speed increment and, moreover, to improve the accuracy of the classifier. Algorithm 2 can be summarized as follows: the comparison is achieved by logical operation of the sequential status
As result if either present statue could not recognize the candidate class, in both cases of signal/noise power ratio is greater or less than 0 dB. To overcome that situation, other classifiers strengthened the present status and boosted the probability of the correct recognition rate before deciding the correct modulation. e mathematical expression of the decision boundary of the logarithmic classifier algorithm of the higher order QAM signals is expressed below. For instance, for an input feature D x (1) , the threshold levels are concluded from the results in Table 1 at i � 0 and expressed as logical status:
Remark: i ′ � (i + 1) for 4-QAM, i ′ � 1; likewise the expression of D x (i)>1 is as follows:
No 128 QAM Step 2:
Step 5: Return v; ALGORITHM 1: Logarithmic classifier of higher order QAM modulation signals. 
where f x (φ i ) is the threshold value to each of the logarithmic features, in which x ∈ a, b, c, d { } and i � 0, 2, 3, 4, . . . , 8, where the threshold count here is 8, and also i ′ � 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , 9 is a class pattern number of QAM signals that is being recognized.
Referring to the flowchart in Figure 7 , and equations (12)- (16), under the effect of SNR, the Monte Carlo simulation was carried 10000 times realization for each one of the nine M-QAM signals and then it was tested by using the proposed logarithmic classifier, and the phase was offset by using three degrees starting from 1/6π as the reference point.
is work emerges some promising results, and the simulation results are arranged in Figures 8-15 . e most striking result that formed in Figures 8-11 shows that when SNR ≥ 5, the recognition rate of M-QAM signals can reach over 99% even with variation in both sample length and phase offset; therefore, the algorithm proposed in this paper is very efficient in recognizing these signals, and in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a comparison is conducted in terms of the probability of 
probability of correct classification rate % � P CC · %100.
(17)
In the same direction, "J" is the modulation signal candidate classification (ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , ω j ), where P(ω k ) is the probability of the modulation scheme when (ω k ) occur, while P(ω k | ω k ) is the probability of correct classification when an (ω k ) constellation is sent [32] .
Discussion
All the simulations have been done under the computer simulation environment. e experiments were carried out in three stages in the presence of AWGN: first, extract the HOC features and then pass through the feature modifier, the latter will be a logarithmic classifier based on HOC. Second, make a decision based on the threshold algorithm, and third, achieve the evaluation of PCC % for each modulation type.
It appears from the simulation results that the best performance curve is achieved in using the length of sample; 4096 samples. is was performed based on the fact that increasing the data set can overcome the overfitting problem. Nevertheless, this performance has the highest Figure 11 : e probability of correct classification rate vs SNR with 10,000 signal realizations from {4∼1024}-QAM each consisting variable signal length from N � {64 128 265 512 1024 2048 4096} and phase offset "π/6". 8 Scientific Programming classification rate at a low SNR from -3 dB to 20 dB, as shown in Figure 8 . On the contrary, the curves for variable sample length [64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, and 4096] indicate a converged accuracy in the same test range of the SNR, and this can be clearly observed in Figure 11 .
e accuracy of classifications is lower when reducing the number of samples transmitted, while in the proposed algorithm, the sample length has been reduced to [2048, 1024, 512, 256] . e probability of the correct classification ratio ranges from about 80% to 100% in the SNR range of 0 to 20 dB, as shown in Figures 12-15 , respectively. is is mainly due to the reason that we proposed a method which considered that the HOC's feature is based on logarithmic modification; this will create a new classifier known as a logarithmic classifier. However when SNR ≥ −5, the classifier accuracy deteriorates but does not collapse the correct classification rate that becomes below 75% and the phase offset will be considered as shown in Figure 9 in which the phase offset were π/4, while in Figure 10 , the phase offset is π/3. e proposed algorithm gives a consistent classification accuracy of about 99.7%, in the range of SNR from 2 dB to 20 dB.
It was observed when the phase offset changed; the probability of the correct classification rate is almost equal, and this was due to the high robustness of the proposed classifier. Eventually, the superior performance of the proposed classifier changed the phase offset, and also variability of the transmitted signal length is attributed to the efficient of the proposed logarithmic classifier.
Evaluation Accuracy and Complexity with Other Methods.
Because of the complexity of the classification algorithm, this research suggests a different method of classifications to conventional modulation [10, 11] , which requires a different logarithmic operations. Yet, still it is crucial in terms of high probabilities to correct the recognition rate and less process is required to calculate the cumulant orders; at the same time, the other studies do not highlight these promising lines [21, 23, [33] [34] [35] .
Although cumulant-based classifier methods were convenient to cope with M-QAM modulation recognition, yet it does not provide a sufficient classification rate M-QAM modes under fading channel, and it can even produce missing classification in some circumstances, while the logarithmic classifier of M-QAM signals has a better probability of correct recognition rate at SNR range between −5 dB and 20 dB.
e performance of the logarithmic classifier of M-QAM is superior in what was proposed in terms of its ability to distinguish between high order and very high order of QAM signals and thus can be considered as one of the pillars for the modulation techniques in the future due to unprecedented demand for the wireless communication 10 Scientific Programming technology expecting to reach an estimated 7.6 billion by 2020 [36] . According to Table 2 , the fourth-order cumulant classifier has the lowest complexity, while the combination between forth-, sixth-, and eighth-order cumulants based classifier has the highest complications due to the use of exponential operations; however, it is worth to clarify that the logarithmic classifier in this research work depends on unique combination between lowest and highest orders of cumulant, and this combination will create an integrity and a less complexity classifier system. e complexity of several methods proposed that Probability of correct classification rate (%) Figure 16 : e probability of correct classification rate vs SNR with 10,000 signal realizations from {4∼1024}-QAM each consisting signal length N � 4096 and phase offset "π/6" under AWGN plus fast, frequency selective Ricean fading channel with f D � 5 kHz. occurred in previous work was compared in detail as shown in Table 2 .
e results shown in Figures 16 and 17 indicate the performance degradation of classification for QAM signals versus their performance in the AWGN channel. It is not difficult to understand that the cause of the performance degradation comes from the multipath channel fading and Doppler fading effects model. e weakness performance of cumulant-based classifiers with fading channels has been documented in [22] . e only exception in the logarithmic classifier that maintains the same level of classification accuracy is typically at SNR >5 dB despite the different fading channel models used.
Robustness Evaluation Cases
Under Different Channel Models.
Research in the modulation classification of digital signals approximately started since forty years ago, and the robustness evaluation of conventional AMC methods under the AWGN channel has been well established in the literature [37] [38] [39] . Similarly, the use of AWGN as the channel model is a common practice for communication engineers and researchers [19, 40] .
In information theory, the basic communication channel model AWGN that represents the effect of several random processes occurring in nature is in the same direction, by which AWGN is used as a channel model where the communication impairment is an addition of white noise with a constant spectral density and normally distributed amplitude. In this work, the proposed logarithmic classifier has shown superior performance under the AWGN channel even with low SNR, also with variable lengths of the transmitted signal. Table 2 shows the robustness analysis among previous works which were investigated in the development of the modulation classification algorithm. It appears very clearly that the logarithmic classifier has higher classification accuracy of modulation schemes {4-1024}-QAM, which also achieves a high percentage when the SNR ≥ 5.
Although AWGN alone could be a proper model to the degradation of signals in free space, yet the existence of physical obstructions such as building and towers can cause multipath propagation losses. It implies that the signal reaches the receiver site via multiple propagation paths. Respecting to the relative lengths of the paths, this could be either constructive or destructive interference. Furthermore, relative motion between the transmitter and receiver may cause the Doppler shift. e performance of the proposed classifier is also investigated in the AWGN channel with fast frequency-selective fading also with the effect of Rayleigh and Rician magnitude channel fading, while the phase was randomly distributed and was assumed to be constant through the symbol period, which indicates no loss in signals. Rician factor is defined as the ratio between the power of the direct path and the power of the reflected paths, which is a constant value. Here, it is assumed to be 3 dB. e specification used was based on Molisch and his coworker research [41] , with a symbol rate of 3.84 × As could be observed in Figures 16 and 17 , respectively, under signal propagation over multipath, it gives an accepted classification rate when SNR is not lower than 4 dB, although with presence of effect of the Doppler shift. Also, it could be observed in Figures 16 and 17 . e probability of the correct classification rate at SNR > 4 dB is higher for the Rician fading channels compared to the Rayleigh fading channels. is is because of the existence of the strong signal due to the line of sight component. It is well noted that a higher Doppler shift results in a lower probability of correct classification [41] . As well as contrast to that, the logarithmic classifier provides unexpected performance even with the existence of the Doppler shift, and signal is transmitted with a variable length between {64-4096}. It is also important to underline that the proposed classifier vouchsafes satisfactory results under both fading channel environments Rician and Rayleigh.
As could also be observed in Figures 16 and 17 , mainly, at SNR lower than −2 dB, the correct classification rate has fallen below 80%, especially to {32, 64, 128, 256} QAM signals. is could be noted when the SNR is lower than 0 dB. e intraclass recognition of the modulation order using the logarithmic classifier gives different results depending on the modulation type. For example, the simulations in this work illustrated that this recognition will be better for 1024- 
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QAM and 512-QAM schemes than other modulation schemes, where the probability percent is high to correct the classification rate. Similarly, the SNR is not lower than 0 dB, and the results show that the probability of the recognition rate gives the lowest percentage for 32-QAM and 64-QAM signals, which can be observed in Figures 16-19 . It is also important to mention that the fluctuations in performance in the correct recognition rate is in higher order QAM signals, and that is due to the internal structures of the logarithmic classifier. is end could be an important point to the proposed classifier among the AMC methods that have tested the influence of the offset frequency to the transmitted signal. In the same direction, Figure 21 shows a change in the number of transmitted symbols vs probability of the correct classification rate. It also well-observed that the proposed method has a better classification rate than the proposed algorithm does [23] . Even with this, it is a very difficult circumstance with SNR � −2 dB in the AWGN channel. Eventually, the logarithmic classification algorithm is not the best one. On the contrary, it facilitated the process of classification of higher order QAM signals. Nevertheless, degradation points of the logarithmic classifier are that it is a channel-dependent model. Any variations in the type of noise (colored vs. AWGN), the number of transmitted signals present in the channel, and the type of possible modulated signals require an overhaul of all four tree threshold levels.
General Trends
Unlike the traditional AMC algorithms, the logarithmic classifier has functional features, which make them the preferable classifier for the medium and higher order of M-QAM modulation schemes. Likewise, the logarithmic classifier is very useful for channels that only receive corruption by AWGN. e prominent results related to the AWGN channel without fading effect have shown unexpected performance. Although the classification of higher order modulation signals is more challenging than to lower order signals due to the distance between the constellation points is small, but on the contrary, it appears nonreal convergence during the evaluation of the robustness of the logarithmic classifier. e probability of correct classification suffered from disparity especially for lower order modulation schemes at the expense of schemes that have smaller constellation point distance; therefore from this end, it might be concluded that more research is needed on the logarithmic classifier particularly SNR � 0. Although cumulant-based classifier schemes with many variations is the convenient way to cope with M-QAM modulation schemes, signal cumulant features, or uncoordinated combination between cumulants and moments does not provide sufficient classification under multipath fading channels and can even produce contrast in the classification rate. It is also notable that this classifier technique is not unique in terms of fixed threshold and there exist various ways to determine threshold levels automatically in order to improve the classification sense to the desired modulation schemes. However, the comprehensive review reveals that the logarithmic classifier with fixed threshold has overcome all weaknesses points even with a severe noisy environment, moreover, under multipath propagation channels. On the contrary, this work has provided references that help researchers make progress toward in the direction of developed new generation of AMC systems, which is called as the logarithmic classifier.
Conclusion
is paper provides a method that transacts with the modulation recognition of higher order M-QAM signals under the effect of AWGN on a channel environment through the usage of classifier which is cumulant-based natural logarithmic characteristics with fixed thresholds. e combination of higher order cumulant and properties of the logarithmic functions created a new generation of the cumulant-based classifier, who provides a superior performance to classify the higher order M-QAM signals even with a low range of SNR.
e simulation results indicate that the correct classification rate can reach over 92% at an SNR of 4 dB under the AWGN, even as it seems moderate over different fading channels.
According to a comparison with the recently proposed algorithms in the literature, the performance of the logarithmic classifier was efficient and also less complex. Probability of correct classification rate (%) Figure 21 : e probability of the correct classification rate vs the number of symbols SNR with 10,000 signal realizations from {4∼1024}-QAM, phase offset "π/6", and signal degradation using AWGN-only SNR � −2 dB.
